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Public Service Announcement  
For Immediate Release | March 5, 2012 
 
Attn: Event Calendar Editors/Programmers 
  
JOIN GENER8’S TIM BENNISON + MARK LASSOF IN A DISCUSSION 
ABOUT STEREOSCOPIC 3D CONVERSION 
 
Emily Carr University of Art + Design’s Stereoscopic 3D (S3D) Centre, with the support of GRAND NCE 
present the next in their series of Meetups, Changing the Conversation about Conversion.  
 
Tim Bennison and Mark Lasoff from Vancouver-based Gener8 will present an overview of their 
company's stereo conversion work on such film franchises as Harry Potter and Ghost Rider in this 
informal industry-based meetup. They’ll provide background information on the state of the conversion 
industry and talk about Gener8's conversion process. They will also be discussing production issues such 
as integrating conversion with visual effects and native stereo 3D shots, and the logistics of converting a 
full-length feature film.  
 

When:  Wednesday, March 7, 2012  
   

Time:  6-8pm (Doors 5:30pm) 
 
Where: Emily Carr University of Art + Design  

North Building | Intersections Digital Studios  
 
This event is free and open to the public. Due to limited space, participants are asked to register at 
http://s3dmeetup5.eventbrite.com/. 
 
For complete details, visit the S3D Centre. 
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About Emily Carr University of Art + Design 
Emily Carr University of Art + Design, established in 1925, is a world leader in education and research. Encouraging 
experimentation at the intersection of art, design, media and technology, our learning community merges research, 
critical theory and studio practice in an interdisciplinary environment. Alumni and faculty are internationally 
recognized as award-winning creators and thought leaders who have enormous impact on both the cultural sector 
and economy. We engage students, industry, and society to continuously explore and think differently about creativity 
and how it shapes our world. Find out more at ecuad.ca. 
 
About Gener8 Digital Media Corp. 
Gener8 Digital Media Corp. provides top film studios, such as Sony Pictures, Warner Entertainment and Walden 
Media, with a world-class solution for transforming traditional films into thrilling stereoscopic 3D experiences. Offering 
the enhanced control that comes with real-time iteration, the company's G83D™ system consistently produces high-
quality results. Recent projects include Ghost Rider: Spirit of Vengeance and Harry Potter and the Deathly Hollows, 
Part 2. The company is located in Vancouver, Canada. To learn more, visit the company website: 
http://www.gener8.com/ 
 
For more information contact: 
Roxanne Toronto, Communications Officer 
604.844.3075, roxanne@ecuad.ca 


